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Part – A (Answer all the questions) 

Q1  Answer the following questions: multiple type or dash fill up type (2 x 10) 
 a) 1st two parts of URL represents ______ and _______?  
 b) Last two parts of IP address represents -----------?  
 c) _____ and _____ methods of applet are executed exactly once during life 

cycle of applet? 
 

 d) CGI script present in ----------- directory of server?  
 e) Default value of Boolean types of variable in PHP is ----------?  
 f) Canvas is based on ------- and SVG is based on --------?  
 g) ----------attribute of font tag is used to set the font name in HTML?  
 h) HTML and XML originates from ---------?  
 i) ----------- Operator is used to concatenation two strings in PHP?  
 j) ------------ Method is used to draw circle and ellipse in applet?  
    

Q2  Answer the following questions: Short answer type : (2 x 10) 
 a) Internet is unified. True or false? Justify your answer?  
 b) Applet has menu, title and border. True or false? Justify your answer?  
 c) CGI can be termed as backbone of server. True or false? Justify your 

answer? 
 

 d) What do you mean by semantic elements in HTML? Give two examples of 
semantic and non semantic elements? 

 

 e) XML is replacement of HTML. True or false? Justify your answer?  
 f) Define scripting language? Mention the need of JavaScript?  
 g) What are the characteristics of PHP?  
 h) What is the difference between numeric array and associative array in PHP?  
 i) Define Virus? Mention its types?  
 j) What are the threats for client server?  
    
  Part – B (Answer any four questions)  

Q3 a) Define WWW? Describe the relationship between world wide web and 
internet? Describe the two tier architecture and components of WWW with 
neat and clean diagram?  

(10) 

 b) What is URL? What is the use of URL in web based application? Describe 
various parts of URL with one example of Facebook?  

(5) 
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Q4 a) What is table tag in html? Describe various attributes of HTML? Write a HTML 
program to display your 6th semester time table of your dept. using table tag? 

(10) 

 b) What is frame tag? What is the use of frame tag? Write an html program to 
divide your browsing window into 4 parts consisting of 3 rows of size 
10%,10%,80% and divide the last row into two columns of size 20% and 
80%? 

(5) 

    
Q5 a) What is CSS? Write the advantages and disadvantages of CSS? Describe 

different types of CSS with example? 
(10) 

 b) What is the difference between class selector and id selector? give examples 
for each? 

(5) 

    
Q6 a) What is form validation in JavaScript? Describe different types of form 

validation with one JavaScript program for each type? 
(10) 

 b) Write a JavaScript program to create on webpage consist of three buttons 
RED, GREEN, BLUE when we click on the buttons background colour of 
webpage will change as per the name of buttons? 

(5) 

    
Q7 a) What is applet? Describe life cycle of applet as well as as various methods of 

applet using applet skeleton? Write an applet program to create one blinking 
text “Hello world”? 

(10) 

 b) What is XML? How it differs from HTML?Describe the syntax of XML? (5) 
    

Q8 a) What is PHP? Describe components of PHP? Describe different types of 
arrays in PHP with example? 

(10) 

 b) What is MYSQL? Describe how different types of SQL operation such as 
creation of database, table, insertion, retrieval and updation are performed in 
MySQL using PHP with one program?  

(5) 

    
Q9  Write short notes on any THREE : (5×3) 

 a) Firewall  
 b) IP-Packet screening  
 c) IPv6  
 d) Cookies  
 e) Data and message security  
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